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• H5N1 gain-of-function reprise:
-NSABB recommendation to redact, WHO
role, Nature’s risk-benefit advice, decision to
publish
• More recent experience: no rejections based on
dual-use risk, some redaction of scientifically
inessential but potentially harmful details in two
cases
• Trends in science practice and journal scale

Nature-journals’ DURC process
• All DURC submissions seen by internal DURC
review committee: Editor-in-Chief of Nature and
Nature publications, Editorial Director, Chief
Biology Editor of Nature, Executive Editor (life
sciences), Head of Policy of Nature publications;
• If assessed positive for risk, sent to external
technical assessors associated with biosecurity
• Risk-benefit assessment reviewed by DURC
committee, who advise relevant Chief Editor, and
have the power to impose a veto on publication.

NSABB concerns about the Nature and Science
submissions about flu GOF experiments

I am here highlighting aspects of the handling of the Nature paper
and discussions stimulated by the biosecurity concerns, and by the
NSABB proposal that papers be partially redacted.

NIH press release Dec 2011
•

Following its review, the NSABB decided to recommend that HHS ask the
authors of the reports and the editors of the journals that were considering
publishing the reports to make changes in the manuscripts. Due to the
importance of the findings to the public health and research communities,
the NSABB recommended that the general conclusions highlighting the
novel outcome be published, but that the manuscripts not include the
methodological and other details that could enable replication of the
experiments by those who would seek to do harm.

•

The NSABB also recommended that language be added to the manuscripts
to explain better the goals and potential public health benefits of the
research, and to detail the extensive safety and security measures taken to
protect laboratory workers and the public.

•

HHS agreed with this assessment and provided these non-binding
recommendations to the authors and journal editors.

WHO meeting in February 2012 helped
clarify the confused messages and claims…

WHO meeting in February 2012 helped
clarify …..
…that no ferrets died in the aerosol
transmissibility experiments conducted by
Ron Fouchier.

…and the problems with restricted
publication and dissemination
There is a preference, from a public health perspective, for full disclosure of the
information in these papers. However, there are significant social concerns
surrounding this research. Two critical issues that must be addressed
before publication of the papers are: (1) a focused communications plan to
increase public awareness and understanding of the significance of these
studies and the rationale for their publication, and (2) a review of the
essential biosafety and biosecurity aspects of the newly developed
knowledge.
Participants discussed the concept of publication of redacted manuscripts with
a mechanism for providing the restricted information to legitimate recipients.
The group recognized the difficulty of rapidly creating and regulating such a
mechanism in light of the complexity of international and national legislation.
A consensus was reached that the redaction option is not viable to deal with
the two papers under discussion in view of the urgency of the above
mentioned public health needs. The participants noted there may be a need
for such a mechanism in the future.

Independent biosecurity assessment
of paper submitted to Nature
What information is provided and to what extent is
it novel?
This paper shows that Influenza A virus H5 N1
(“Avian influenza”) can be adapted by a
combination of classical virology and molecular
biology to become transmission-competent in
mammals. The novelty of this discovery lies in
the fact that mammal to mammal (and by
implication human to human) transmission of
this virus has previously been unknown.

Independent biosecurity assessment
of paper submitted to Nature (cont.)
Are there potential risks to public health from
application or utilization of this information? If
so, please describe.
There is no doubt that this information could be
used immediately by an exceptionally competent
laboratory to provide the foundation for a
programme to develop a pandemic strain of this
virus. There is no evidence that this reassortant
virus would be fully pathogenic in humans. This
paper does not provide sufficient information to
produce fully competent dangerous pathogen.

Independent biosecurity assessment
of paper submitted to Nature (cont.)
Are there potential benefits to public health
from application or utilization of this
information? If so, please describe.
It is vital that science gains an
understanding of the potential for
emergent influenza viruses to cause
pandemics – this information is an
essential part of building such an
understanding.

Independent biosecurity assessment
of paper submitted to Nature (cont.)
Are there potential benefits of the
information for national security? If so,
please describe.
There are real national security benefits –
the work will enable those of us in the CB
security community to understand the
limitations and possibilities of the risks
posed by the deliberate manipulation of
the causative agents of emergent disease.

Independent biosecurity assessment
of paper submitted to Nature (cont.)
Will this information be useful to the
scientific community? If so, how?
It represents a building block in the
construction of an effective vaccine, in
anticipation of the emergence of a fully
competent natural variant.

Independent biosecurity assessment
of paper submitted to Nature (cont.)
Based on the risks and benefits identified,
and considering the time frame in which
these might be realized: Do the benefits of
communicating the information outweigh
the risks? Do the risks outweigh the
benefits?

Independent biosecurity assessment
of paper submitted to Nature (cont.)
The risk benefit calculation is complex. This information could be
used by an aggressor, and shows one of the building blocks for the
development of a potential BW weapon. The aggressor, however,
would need to be in possession of an advanced molecular biology
capability and the ability to passage, and evaluate, pathogenic
material in animals. This latter is a demanding capability, probably
beyond the capacity of the majority of those groupings of concern.
On the other hand, not publishing this information would slow, or
even block, the development of a vaccine against a virus that still
has the potential to mutate naturally to a pandemic form, which
could cause huge numbers of fatalities world-wide.

Independent biosecurity assessment
of paper submitted to Nature (cont.)
The greater risk of non-disclosure, in my opinion,
however, lies in the potential of such an act to
discourage scientists from working in this field. Many
studies, within defence and more generally, have
revealed that the majority of life scientists fear the
emergence of diseases for which we have no medical
countermeasures, and pushing the best scientists
towards blander areas in which they can more easily
publish must increase our vulnerability to such entities.
On the balance of probabilities, the risks of publication
do not outweigh the benefits.

NSABB meeting March 2012
(where redaction recommendation was reversed)……
… was confidential, but I do want to celebrate the clarity of Yoshi
Kawaoka’s presentation and the great emphasis he placed on the
bio-safety aspects of his methods and set-up.
I believe that such clarity and additional explanation by
researchers is absolutely essential in creating trust in the public,
in political and regulatory circles and with biosecurity advisers. And
accordingly, we journal editors need to be permissive in space
constraints, and we at Nature are anyway very flexible.
In the face of eg congressional attention, scientists need to accept that
they are accountable and have no inherent right to be left to their
own individual and community devices. They need to communicate
in that spirit. They also need to be aware that these discussions will
sometimes be highly subjective and emotive. Confidence building is
key.

May 2012

NB - cooperation
• NSABB, funders, authors and editors all
co-operated.
• Nothing was compulsory other than export
regulations.

Redaction is not the solution
• Redacting key data or methods disables subsequent
research and peer review.
• Distributing the redacted information to a select group of
people on a need-to-know basis is practically unfeasible:

– who holds the data?
– which criteria are used to determine who is allowed to see the
redacted information?
– who decides?
– by which mechanisms is the information then made accessible?
– how can information distributed to university or public health
laboratory remain confidential?

“Having now considered these matters in depth, the
editors of this journal have decided that we will not
consider either alternative [redacting the key findings
or distributing to selected recipients only] for papers in
Nature in the foreseeable future.”

Nature, 3 May 2012

Further consequences
• Integrity of a field of research
– biosecurity constraints on publication risk to erode the
robustness of the field if reproducibility is not
championed.

• Attractiveness to young scientists
– delays and uncertainty about ability to publish and get
credit may discourage young scientists from entering the
field.

More recent experience
• Nature, Nature research journals, Nature
Communications, Scientific Reports
• Disease pathogens/agents: Flu, meliodosis,
Middle East Respiratory Syndrome
Coronavirus, Botulinum neurotoxin, sarin
• Six examples in 2015-16

Outcomes
• No paper rejected on the basis of risk
• Details of safety added
• Scientifically inessential details of protocols
omitted on two occasions:
-in a paper relating to sarin, details of sarin
synthesis
-in a paper relating to Burkholderia
pseudomallei, details of construction of an
antibiotic-resistant strain
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